Lumina is a sauna that
was born to be sensual
and harmonious, a place
where all of its features
live together.

Nativa is a sauna where
simplicity and rationality
emerge. It is designed to
instill a sense of calm and
tranquillity.

A spectacular sauna with
bold looks where your body
is warmed by infrared technology and your eyes are
pampered by the contemporary design.

Libera was born to give
you the opportunity to
design the room according
to your desires.

Unique Electa seduces
everyone with its clean
and clear looks, and
delivers the perfect amount
of charming sophistication
at the same time.

The Auroom outdoor sauna
is an oasis of calm in an
untamed environment. Impeccable design and healing
properties chime with the
beauty of nature.

TAILOR-MADE
SAUNAS

Familia is a classic sauna
with vertical wall panels,
a beautifully crafted wooden
front and a glass door.
WWW.AUROOMWELLNESS.COM

Varia is an elegant yet practical corner-fitting model that
stands out due to the original
vertical light scheme built
into the walls.

At AUROOM, we are able to offer
exquisite tailor-made options, be
it a sauna for private or public
purposes. Using the latest technologies, our capable designers,
technologists and craftsmen are
happy to master even the most
sophisticated projects. Tailor-made
saunas and special solutions are
our strengths.

There’s something quiet, almost unspoken, about being
Nordic. Tough winters see nature come to a standstill… only
to be reawakened by the powers of spring.
When woods and rivers patiently hibernate until they return
to full life with the first rays of sun. When aspen and alder
trees grow tall and beautiful to be reborn into pieces of fine
woodwork. When after a long day you enter a sauna feeling
the need to peacefully unwind and free your mind.
At Auroom, we aim to be the true ambassadors of the Nordic
sauna and wellness culture, who passionately and relentlessly
spread it around the world.
We create our saunas to bring you wellness. We have a longstanding passion for wood and master pure, clean, modern
design, perfected to the last detail. Our saunas are tailored
to meet your wishes and desires, and powered by our
dedication and craftsmanship.
Our sauna traditions, which stretch over centuries, have been
given a modern shape to fit into today’s world and make your
days more enjoyable both aesthetically and physically.
We invite you to experience that first-hand.
Feel refreshed, feel reborn.

